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PREFACE

.4

This monograph is part of a.series/of eight;
commissioned by the National Institute oftEducation
(NIE), following'irecommendations presented in Seven
Years Later: Udmen's Studies Prosrais in 1976 by
Florence Howe.

Seven Years Later was commissioned and published
.by the NatInal Advisory Council on Women's Educa-
.tional Prog ams. It wa' the first federally financed
investigation of women' studio,: Howe vi.sited and
reported on 15 mature w men's studies peograms, in th'e
context of.national rends and directions within
women's studies. .She focused on-some areas -(funding
'and faculty, for e mple, in L;-yeat colleges and
universities) and- uded others (community,colleges,

-for example) entirely.

The eight new monographs, take up some of the
queseions Howe explored;'they also initiate explora-
tions of untouchda areas,,. Arl are colaCerned primarily,.
wikh higher education.

Each monograph reviewS literature relevant to its
focus- produced during this'.. first decade of women's
studies. Each also.attempts to provide defin. ition tol
a'field in the pkoCess 4f development, a complex
'interdisciplinary area, of scholatship andcurricului
that is 'alsio u strategy foy educatlonal change.
Begond'definition, kach monograph recommends research
essential .for the future development of women's
stUdies and ithportant to .educational research more
broadly.

While procrutia hese eight-monographs, the
'researchers met for. 2 ays to cOmpare perspectives and
conclUsions.- As a group, 144 agreed to offer tour
tormal recommendations to the National Institute.of
Education and .to all other Feaeral agencies and
private foundatiqns that might pursue and support
research and delieiopment in women's studies.

.,
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lfte need for future.monogranhs. We recognize

the importance pf:cont.inuinlk the development

Ofinformation- about -relativelY unexplored

aspects of women's stUdies. Among.those

aspects that need examination, the folloWing

are especially important:

a. ,..Graduate programs and,graduate educattpn

in women's studies.

b. Schools of education and women's studies

activities.

c. Woten's studies in the 'elementary and

.
secoAdary schools.

d. Noncredit curriculum development in

women's centers, continuing education for

women, and community-based 'centers.

The need for a.data,pase on women's studies.

All eigtit monographs recommend the develop-

ment'of a data base on women's studies as a

necessary prslude to research design and

activity. Since women's studies hact,devel-

oped in different waYs and at dilferent

rates Off almost all cAmpuses throughout the

country, such a dati base must be, lizinsj.+

tudinal In design. While we are recommending

its development in higher education, such a

data base eventually will need to be extended

to all areas.ofeducation. We recommend that

annual updatep.be built into the data base to,

ensure its proper.malntenance and 6ontinued

usefulness.

, 3. The qualifications of researeijoe,rsonnel in

women's studies. We believe that,the dis-

.
tinct,ive- and complex ,nature of woMen's

studiest,as well as the fact that it fs still

a developing field, makes it essential that

,
researchers'be thoroughly inforiped about

iy

elbr
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wom4es studies and be prepared to invblve
women's.atudies practitioners in every aspect
-of- research detign-.and fro-tess. We are
'hopeful that NtE and other Federal'agencies,
privikte foundations, and reiearch institu-
Dirs.will place responsibility for research
ih immen's stUdies,in the hands of those
experienCed and knowledgeableN about the
aea. ,m

4. Considerntions significant _to evaluation
research and methodology4 We tielieve that
the evaluation of women's Studies in.higher `
education will be an iMportant. activfty of
the coming decade. Such evaluatibn will

. serve the .researcher.ititerested in the
processes of changing higher education, .ag
well as those charged with viministering

,inttieutionl, Such evaluation should, on
principle, also.clearly serve, the develop-
mentakneeds of women ,

s studies programs,
e ngaging them in the aesign.andprocesses.of
research, as' well at in ehe determination ct
the uses to' Which research will-be put.
Evaluations should'be conducted önsite, wit*

. 61e cooperation df program participants, and
within a framework of longitudinal data about
that program and others nationally. Re-

y fearchers and%evaluators should be sensitive
to the work of the Nationil Women's Studies
Association in this regard, and its activi-
ties serving the-heeds of women's studies
programs.

4

Detailed,,further recommendations appear in each of
ehe eight monographs.

We wish to express pur appreciation to the
National Institute of Education,for pursuing this



research, and particularly to C.B. Crump, who diiected

die Women's 'Studies Planning Studies project..
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SUNMARY

-7

This planning study views, th& 'literature on
teaching effectiveness in. womenfs studies in" the
context of Several: integriative studies in research on

=teaching-and research on the evaluation :cof .teaching.

To date, the expe'rimental,rsearch in women s
studies hagr for the- most part, concentrated on
assessing chafiges in attitude toward sex roles.and
sex stereotyping as the appropriate objectives for'
measuring teaching effectiveness.in women's studies..
We suggest that cognitive devellipment,,n area' that
has not been'addrissed in the liftrature,.is At reast
as important as attitude change. An-approach to
research and evaluation that acknowledgs the inter"--
action between stuaents, teachers, ahd the subject
matter and seeks to estabiis relationships between
multiple variables thatiobtain'in"teaehing and learn-.
ing is recommended.

We propose both long- afid short-range goals in
research: .These include research that will contribute.
to -a knowledge base and acquaint the larger educa-

. tional cpmmunity with Womeh's.,studies eproaches. to
teaching and learning, as well as formirive studies

c that will be of direct use-to womee.s stpdiet Orac-,
titioners.

4

Natty M. Porter
Portland State University

Margaret T. Eileenchild
Harvard Graduate School of Education
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INTRObUCTION

Thinking about the luestiohs of effective teach-
ing in wages studies has led us to consider two more
basic questions:'What is teaching? .What is learning?.
Both questions inevitably lead back to: What 'is
education?.

#

Our philosophies of- education, as-118men's studies
teaChers, studentsi, and administrators, influence
our 'notions if what we Blight want to teach or study,

,-why we might want to teach or study bne thing over
another,,how we might go.about the process.of teaching

.airct" learning, and tO what ends oux instructian
dnd study might be put. Teaching and learning,
whether ef'tective or,ineffective, are the interplays
between the subject matter (the whats,and whys), the
approaches kthe hows), and the purposes (the. ends).

% Questions of teachihg effectiveness, in
.

or out ,-
( of women's studies, are embedded in the various

osophies of- education that influence and socialize'
both teaching'and learning. The objectives of teach-
ihg, learning, and evaluation r search ultimately
trace 'lack to the articulated and jinarticulated phil-

. osophies from which the various obj ctives arise. And#
the methodologies for assessing eff tive,teaching are
linked to the vifyimg and sometimes conflicting objec-
tiveS held by students, teachers, and researchers.

The 1.4terature- thajisounds the "aeveiopmenof
.women's studies cairses and programs bften emphasizes
the unique promise of thf field., Given Ihisr, it
dhoul4 be realized that women's studies shaies in.at
least three traditions Of higher.education in the
Unitea States progressive or relevant 'education; the
fostering of scholarship; and the preparation of
'students for careers and professions.

By relevant or progressive, we mean education
dist ls- viewed as th* "fundamental method of social
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progress and reform," a proCess that integrates the

psychological and the sociologicar in cognition 'and

affect, and a currkpulum that moves in the "positive

directiOn of providing a body of subject matter" that

is "richer, more varied.and ilexible" than the,tradi-

tional when "judged in terms of the experience of,

those being educated" (John Dewey, 1897).

By the fostering of scholarship, we mean the

interpretation, criticism, and communication of the

accumulated knowledge of a number of disciplines, as

well as the generation of new knowledge within and

across the disciplines. And by the preparation of

students for work and the professions, -we mean the

particular emphasis given to th, creation of oppor-,

tunities within the general curriculum for students to

explore possible' fields of work, as well as the

opportunity to acquire specific knowledge and skills

useful in career and professional4 development.

Women's' studies, as an emerging discipline,

dverlays these .traditional conce.rns wieh an em-

phasi§ On feminism and, in .theory at least, an

interdisciplinary perspective in the interpretation

and criticism of the accumulated knowledge of a.

number of academic discdplines and Within women's

studies itself. Women'-,s studies is also a political

phenomenon in that it rs viewedby many of its practi-

tioners as an outgrowth of various social change

movements of the 1960's, particularly the women's

liberation movement.

Feminism, as we use.the term in the context of

the classroom, is the desire to increase the power aAd

autonomy of women as individuals and as a group

through instructional processes that enable them to

acquire knowledge and skills to make.informed, flex-

--\"tiole choices in their educations and their lives.

Feminism, in this sense, may be Niiewed either for its

own sake or as a way station on the road'to a more

responsible and informmd humanism.

'
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In an extension of tte definition of "inter-
disciplinary" offered in 51gns (1975), we use thip
term to mean an approach to .subject matter tad court:W.:.
lesign-in which one person skilled in several dpck-116.

A

plineit pursues one subject, or "several teachers eadhlir.
skilled in a single disCipline explore a single

- subject together (Yatea,. 1977),, or students and
teachers together usetiethods and information from the
research or scholarship Of multiple.disciplines. And
by pofitical, we mean not only the field of wothee's
stddles viewed as the academic arm of the women's
movement, bdt..the process by which wumen's studies
teaChers and students strive to make their classes a
mediation between what has.been and is and what is and
what might be in education, culture, and society.;

It is this overlay of feminism, the interdiscl-
plinary, and the political that makes the asiessment
of teaching and learning, and.the struciures in Which
"theY take place, relatively problematic for the-
participant and the obseryier who have been trained in
more conventioll modes.

, Because the definition and assessment of teachl,ng
effectiveness in women's studies is complex, it haa,,
seemed woithwhile'to us to incrtauce the published,.
unpublished, and infoxmal literature of .,..*omen's

studies with discussions'o* the .status of fesearch'oii.
teching and 0.5 the evakuatiOn of,teaChing. Our.
recommendations' for.ftlether research in the evaluation .

of teaching and leaviing,in,women's studies.,are drawn
from this comprehensive body of research..

Finally, in an effht xo,establish allire compre-
'Vensive statement of the values of 'women's studies
teaching that is',the goals of-women's studies
teaching that inform specific course objectives we
have surveyed women's studies teachers across the
country. The results of this survey are included in
an appendix to this monograph.

A
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v. 2; RESEARCHtON TEACHING.

-. Overview - .

., / .

jesearch on teaching hae a respectable longevity,
at least in the United States.- The earliest research,

-"reported by Doyle (1975), was an 1896 study-concerned
with the factors that contribute to effective teach-

, "ing. : 4
/

T41h and Traveggik (1968) report. fróm-a 1924
' study, entitled "The.Lecture vs. the Class Discussion
Method o'College Teaching," that differences in

. method, produce no significant -differences in student
learning as measured by finil examination scores.
Dubin and Traveggra reviewed 90.additional studies.and

f
concluded that no one" teaching nethot s superior to
another when student learning is mea red by examina-
tion scores., They point out, howe er, thiip these.,
scores do not reflect all of.the learning that takes
place during a course and that educational goals such
as-personal and intellectualsdevelopment are also
important.

Dubin and Traveggia's unequiVocal conclusion
notwithstanding, the volume of research in the area of%
effective teaching, and.particularly research related
to effebtive teaching at the college and Univeasity
level, is.enormous and growing.. This growth may be
attributed to the cumulattwe,effects Of an expanding
knowledge And data base, to the Movement lof account-
ability in- higher education', .and to this movement's
offspring, fatulty deVelopment, which ha's the improve-
ment of tettching as a major component.

1
The literature on effective teaching is so vast.)

(Gime,- 1972) that even a.cursory review is beyond the.;
scope of this planning study. However, we believe
that it is useful to review below four integrative
'papersItEhat are .con erned with conceptual rather than
methodological robleifn research on,teaching., Such
,

5
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seems an appropiiate strategy since the'state of tHe

literature on the effect1veness of women's studies

teaching.is at the conceptual stage, as.will be seen

in section 4. t,

The State cl the Art ,

As Biddle (f964), Smith (19 11',

respectively, point-out, there ate
"facts"'of teaching effectiveness,

the nelationship betweert teac

coMments thaf, in the "literally ttousands1

of studies...few if any.'faCts',seet to halrebeen
. .

est4blistied concerning teaching effectivenets, no

,method of-Measuring competence has bren approvedj 'sad

no methods of promoti lk. teacher adequacy.have been

widely adopted." With respect to the concepts of

teaching effectiveness, Smith notes: "Despite all of

our efforts, we apparently'have. no generally accepted

conceptual system, psychological or otherwise, by

which 4either to formulate or to identify skills of

teadhing."
A

".

and Doyle (1975).,

p blems Vith the
"concepts," and
and learning.

And Doyle concludes that the relat ionship between

teaching and rearming eludes the researcher. Efforts

to achieve a "cumulative integration of research

findings...have, iiith remarkable fegularity, failed

to support the existence of stabke and consistent

relationships between teacher variables and effective-

ness criteria." Although Doyle finds some 'cause for

II cautious optimis " in the findings of Flanders and

Simen (1969) an4 Gage (1972), he warns that "pesit

experience in thIs area strongly suggests that estab-

lishing- stable teacher effectiveness relationshtps

will not be easy."

Biddle: Variables in Effecttve Teaching

Biddlei (1964). begins his teliiew of research

on the effdctiveness of teaching with a conceptual
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Viscussion of the basic variables involved in'effet-
tive teaching. - Defining teacher effectivenearas
an "individual teadher's ability to -produce agreed
Upon results," the author offers amodel,that includes
seven'variables that should be cohsideredJnj,esearch
on teaching effectiveness: (1) the forplaffie exper-
iences of the teacher -- edueational background,
sockalization, sek,..age, or race; (2) the teacher
"prOperties," that is, the specific skills, know-
ledge, or motilies that the riedcher brings to teach-r
Ang and learning; (3) the teacher "behaviors," that
is, teaching style, responsiveness to students,
mannerisms, and so on;,' (4) the' immediate effects of
formative experiences, properties, and behaviors oh
students; (5) the long-term effects of'die first four
variables on students; (6):the classroom env.tronment
itself,poth,the make-up of the class and the physical
envirohment; and (7) the instiXutional or community
context in which teaching and learning take place.

Biddle suggests possible methods for measuring
the seven leafiables, including observational tech-
niques, student ratings, echievement tests, and the-
self-reports oi students. He calls flIr the integra-
tion of the redearch on teaching, stating' that the
measurement of variables has become confused with the
variables themselves. He oontends that all of the
variables must be considered if the confusion is to be'
reduced and if we are to unaerstand the complexity of
the problem.

Biddle's concerns that there mOst be Agreement
about. objectives, that both the short- and long-tert
effects of instruction on- students, as well as the
institutional and/.or'community context, must be taken
into account, and diet variables must be integxated
are particularly useful in conceptualiFingf,research
oftethe effectilieness of teaching in,women's studies.
However, he fails to include the learner as an
important variable in the process of meAsurement.

/

q.



Henderson and Lanier: N(alte ot Teaqier's Goals

Henderson and Lanier (1972) focus on the lack of

conceptualization of effective, teaching and th,e-

conseqdent absence-of systemizatidh ini theffesearch.

'Their work .is unique in that they propose assessing

the'value of the teacher's gdals or objectilles, that

is, the purposelof the content ofyhe instruction.

9

'Henderson ahd Lanier discuhs the social responsi-

bility of teachers 0 an important variable in

assessing effectiveness.> However extckme, le follow,

ing,example llustrates the'point. 2,11 the end of a

course in.atomic.pAysics.were tb'enable indiduals to

build an,catomic bomb, then-regardless-of the means

employed, no matter how well the counse.was taught,

the result would not be effective ceaching. As we

know, many'sekist and misogynist courses are uery well
O .

taught.

Doyle: "Process-Product" Paradigm

r
Doyle (1975) -uses Kuhn's (1970) concept of

paradigm (a framework that includes the questions thae

are asked in a particular field, the methods that are

used to.ask the-questions, and the tools that aie used

to evaluate the answers) to define the apprdach most

widely used in the research on teaching riectiveness:

the "process-pioddct" paradigm. Doyl rgdes con-.

vincingly. that questions of' teach;ng effectiveness

must be neformulated Within alternative paradigms if'

'researchers are to do mire than continue to prodUce-

negative or nonsignificant results. The production of

these negative or .nonsignificant -fesults dominates

the research on teaching effectiveness in general and,

as discussed in section 4, in women's studies in

phrticular.

Operationally, the ''process-prodpct paradigm

focuses on isolating statistical associations between

the frequency of specific teacher behaviors (the

independent variable) and changes in elass mean scores

(the dependent vartable)-i Although good deal of the

8
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research is of thb,deacriptive, correlational variety;
,

there is an assumption/within the paradigM th4t the
behaviors of .tzeacher's 'lave a cpsal.impact on the.
behavior of studefits. Not onlf is this 'assumption
of caus lity not:warranted feom the daea available,
Doyle pints it that ^some of' the. research, actually.
indicat s that,,the'behavior of'students is the cause
of the behavior of teachers. .

DoyA suggests two altd/natives to the process-
,product paradigm:, the studerit mediating process. (or
proicedt-process)' paracMgm, and the "culture ,of ehe
schdol" paradigm. loth have important implications

, fso r the. assessmdnt of teaching 1.sffect1venéss _in
womn s .st udi6s.

.

\Id

In the student mediating paradigm, variations in
4e-outcomes of student learning are v ewed as a
function of the,mediating, processes emp1dred by the.

students during the learning process itself. The
mediating process is influemesed in part, but not
eXclusively; by instruction. This paradigd moves the
studentfral the passive, acted4ipon role assumed in
the process-prdtdct paradigm into the arena a$ an
ineeractor. Such -variables as the ability And coi-
nitive' styles of the'studen.ts mediate-between the
teacher and the outcols4s of ehe learning.*

4

*A note on terminology Is. NlledAfor. The' terms
learning style-and cognitive style are sometites used
interchangeably in the literature. As we, use the

term, however2 learning style is?to be interpreted as
.defining the behaviors of ,students that are 1rerated
primarily to personality and that can be obse9ebd or
inferred from behavior. For instance, a -student may
be a cooperative, a compliant, .0.1ifkhly-motivated, or
a competitive learner. Cogniene style 'refers' to
those aspects of 'thinking that are, _for'the most
pArt, not observable but are preferred atyles'of
informay.on-seeking and information-processing, in
solving ?problems ,(Coop and Sigel'2 1971). Frekze
et al..(197t) offer a current discussion of sex dif-

# ,#.ferences in cognitive style.

a.
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Not only does the process-process paradigm

.reflect mpre accurately the reality of the clasetroom,

golij.d be expanded to ficlude the student learning

that tWkes place outside f the classrOom as well. We

need to'be reminded tha -classroom is o y one

component of a course: it provides a context or the

reading, discussion, thinking, and witing,that go on,

'outside (Stizel, 1977). 'Further, in'women's Studies,

students sometimei engage in fiefd work, 'and somg

actively participate ip,program matntanance, including

service onlcurriculum committfes and teaching. These

activities fteed tp be.considel-ed in understanding the

Amplex influences on the tlassroom.

The bidirectional approach of'the process-TproceAs

paradigm is important to res,ea h on teaching effec-

tiveness in, Vomen's 'studies, p rticularly as .it"

relates to tte behavior of students on such variables

as competence, motivatiOn, and enthusiasm, which, iq

turA; influence the teacher .and affect the process

of.teachimg and learning. And as-an addftional
cpnsideration, because the majority of women's studies

teachers,and studants are female, current research on
.

women' as learners, both in terms of learning and

cognitivg styfes,- should be taken into account in

further iesearch in this area.

Doyle's second alternative hypothesis, the

culture of the school paradigm, includes classroom,

variables' not icOnnected spaciFiCally to the 'behavior

teachers or students. Rather thin isolating

v4riables, this paradigm focuses on.the use of the

inductive-obsert.ational method lpo record and analyze

,the full raiiie of vriables, idfluencinea particular

class., .Often used for formurating'hypotheses,.this.

method seems an appropriate methodology for w(iMen's

studies at. this time. As' noted in seCtion 4, the

descriptive reviews, case studies, and personal

-narratives Of women'S stuilies teachers and students

are useful.im conceptualizing the variables of. effec-

'tive teaching in women's studies.

.

10



Winne and Marx: Reconceptualization'Of Research

iftimitin and Marx (1977) build OnDoyle's process-
%
'prOcess paiad4m and further support Doyle's,analysis
ehat ai.-615e are serious conceptual and methOdological
problems Kith descriptive Zbrrelational and experi-
mentai 'research that looks for camsal _relationships

\between the behaliior of teachers an4 the learning of

%students:
They propose a reconceRtualization of

research bn teaching to include variables that
describe "how One learns." They further propose that
these variables should app.19 to students and teachers.

In.their view, "an adequa'te knowledge about'
teacher effectiveness p-anndt develop without consider-.
ing the mental lite of teachers and.students."

Winrid and Marx see the teacher as primarily,
although, not exclusiiiely; 'responsible for communi-
cating. Such communicttion invdlves choices about
the sktructure of the subject matter, the dognitive
end learning styles of the teacher, and "dynamic
deisionmaking" on the part of the teacher_in the
classroom. Students are. primarily, but not exclu-
sively, responsible for acquiring skills and..know-
ledge, and this 'also involves the cognitive end
learning ,styles and the dynamic decisionmaking of,the

Ardents.

Although the authors call foretesearch that takes
into account the mulUvariate and bidirectional nature
of the teaching and learning prOcess, they acknowledge
that making these concepts operational is difficult.
Cognitime processes can only be-inferred from be-
havior, and the eral extent and actual structure of
what one learns or how one thinks -:-- whether as
teacher or as student -- is nearly impossible to
quantify. Nevertheless, the, approach of Winne and'
Marx is useful for providing a comprehensive framework
for the analyses, 'case studies, and descriptive
research in women's studies. Their model suggeits
that stddents and teachers share responsibility for
the quality of the teaching and learning process.

1 9
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As a final note, Winne and Marx view the choices
of subject matter that teachers make within a frame
work that preserves the _"structure of the subject"

(BVIner, 1963). In women's studies, the body of
knowledge i8 developing rapidly, and teachers and
students are faced with a knowledge explosion. The

body of knowledge is also becoming more organized, and
the curricular materials more sophisticated. The

decisions that teachers make, therefore, about the

design and organization of a course pr a curriculum
are also dependent upon the body of knowledge that is

available. And thiS in turd influences teachin
effectiveness.

At
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3. 'EVALUATION OF TEACHING'.

Overview
- .

, Research paradigms, at ,least of the. conceptual
rather than the methodological yariety, faiipr a
multivarAte and bidirectional approach tb under-
standing and assesslng effectivt teaching andq.earn-
ing. Condeptual papers on the evaluatio4 of teaching

'also take a comprehensive approach. The poSrtion
-Taper- of the American Association of UsiverSiiys
'Professors (AAUP, '1974)re.álls for the use of multiple
measures ta assess the .effeCtivenese. of ipstruction.
Measures of student learningi, student ratings of
Anstruction, stutent and alumni interviews, classroom
.visitation by peers,,idStructoi,self-evaluation', and '
Ontside expert 'eValuaeions all are 'recOmmended.

However, most, colleges and-universities rely,
solely ori student ratings for the evaluation of"
teaching. Although the research on teaching suggests
that looking for correlational or causal relitionships
between.the behavidr of teactiers and the achievement
ofq. 'Students has not been particularly fruitful, the
wide use of student ratings necessitates a review of
cigrent 'attitudes taward the reliability, validity,
and usefulness of these ratings.

,

. _
Termidologies, assumptions, and some confusion

inherent in the studies reported on' in this section
need to be articulated. Reliability, for the' post

part, refers both to the exetnt to which an instrument
. .

hc9,is consiStent in measuring objectiveS a. to ehe
:consistency of.the 'student raters. .Validity, most
instances, does not refer to the validity of the
instrument used. ,Instralknts in these'studies have
been factor- analyze&.and validated. Validity, then,
refers to the ability of the students to assess
yalidly the objectives and properties.that.are assumed
.to characterize effective,teaching:. However, because
it is often diffi'cult to agree upon what is to be

13
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meadured and becs7use difterent courses may !rave
different objectives (and adaptations of instruc-
tional _format_to_meet these_ _objectives). _questions_ of

« validity.are often protaftaticAs Talburtt et al.
(1977) comment) stddenta lieem'less adept at assessing
the outcomes of innovative as opposed to.conventional
.courseti.or educational expetiences.

We also'need to be aware that-all:Of the work
reported on is correlatiofteX and indicate relation-
shipa.betwhenavariables. ,As the adage goeê, -however,
.dorrelation does,not imply causation. fSimiIarly,
the :research Aisumes iba., existence o.Funiversal
charectetistich of effective teaching th t cross and
edcompass.the various academic disciplines, so that

,

results:from an economics clads-can be compared mith
xesults_Irom a clads-in French language or'One in
educational psychology. Although Feldman and Newcomb
(1969) indicate that students and teachers associated

, with different academic fields tend to have diffeAnt
valued and characteristics Of personality, .Socklaff
and Papacostas (1975) state that the discipline does
not influence qualities of effective teaching. For

the most part, researchers in the area assume the
latter position.

Usefulness of student ratings is a mixed concept.
Student tatings are sometimds sed for either fowma-3\

Jive or summative.evaluation.* Centra (1972) reports,

however, that formative ratings do little, if- any-

thfng, to improve teaching-in the ihort tun. We have

found nd .studies describing the long-term effect .of

Student ratings on the improvement of instruction.
Centrd hypothesizes that student ratings tend to tell

the teacher what she or he already knows.

.*Forilative evaluation is intended to mcolify or
improve instruction during a'course.- Suimative
evaluation is conducted at the end of ,the course,
with the purpose of improving ...-teaching In the
future.-

14
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Often, student 'ratings are used for a.cbmbina--
tion of purporles#, in ddition to the Improvement Of
taaching_. These includeamling personnel or. adminii-
trative 'deciSionis. and ptiOiding information for
students.ig44hoosing classes and instructors. gln some"
instances, student ratings .merely take up space in
inacttlie;files.

Confusion clouds the literatur e when it. 'becomes
-.unclear whether.th4 student r4t1ng forms measure the
effectiveness -(24 the teadfier, the effectiveness off
the classroom experieyice, or the elfectiveness'of
the course as d whole. For:exampl; if a Student
indicates '"increased interest in the-subject," the
studits do nft indidate, whether tbis-interest'is
related to the enthusiasm.or &all of thb teacher,.the
composition of the class, the background of the other
class members, the quality of the reading materials,
or the design of laboratory experiments.

The State of the Art
*A

A,.thorough review of the evaluative research,in
teaching effectiveness is beyond the scope of this
planning study. The folloNfing review foduses on the
major. 4uesticins of reliability, validity, and useful-
ness in student ratings. (

-Validity, Reliability, Usefulness
Of Student Ratings

-RoAln and Rodin (1972), in a frequently quoted
study, ,assert that students "rate mosehighly in-
structors from whom they learn the least." The
authors define the objective criterion as what
students learn and the subjective crife-ilon as how
the students evaluate the ihstructor. If student
ratings measure the effectiveness of teaching, there
should be a positiye correlation between objective and
subjective criteria.

15
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Rodin and Rodin determined tha N41th the initial-
.

ability of the stpdents'held con tant, there was a,

,
negative correlation (-.746 p < 055 between what
students learned as.m.eavred by problem-solving tests

k
cthat exhaus

t

ed the oneent of the course and their

rating of t e i ructars. The authors Argue that'
Ilistudent evaluatio , 'reflect the personal and social

qualities of the.t acher rather than the instruction.

"If how much students leariOs considered to be the

major cemponent of good teaching, it must be .concluded

.that gobd teaching ie.not validly measurri by student

evaluation's in their current form." CD

In a critiqué' of tRis research, MarSh et al.-

(1975) point out th4pt there may hftve been, methodo-

logical flaws. In a replication of the Rodin and
Rodin'study, with methodological Troblems comPensated

for and a greatly expanded list of variables, Marsh et

al. found that student evaluations are both valid and

useful.
0

1

The work of Costin et al. (1971), Fre et al.

(1975, )e and McKeachie et al. (1.971) supports the more

moderate view of Marsh et al. over that of odin and

Rodin.

Costin et al.. report that student ratings are
tt reasonably" reliable when coirelatiOns from one year

to the next and ,from mid- to end-of-semester are

considered. They list a number of criteria that are

often associated with effective teaching and learning

by both students and teachers: thorough knowledge of

the subject; preparation for class; motivation of

students to do their best; presentations of new points

of .view or aplareciations; and flexibility, enthusiasm,

warmth, agreeableness, and friendliness. They

conclude, howevdr, that although a.review of the
empirical Studies indicates that student rdtings

provide reliible and valid information, t'hese ratings

"fall far shbre of a complete assessment of an

instructor's teaching contribution."

A
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Frey .et al: obtained student ratings from large
multisection courses at three midwestern univer-
sities. Their results demonstrate ,that student,
accompli§hment, clarity of teacher presentation, and
organization or planning of &be course correlate
positively with final examination scores and are,
therefore, valid.indicators of effective teaching. In

analyzing the relationship between student ratings and
sttiden` characteristics, the authors found that the

more e4erience8 studente tend to give higher ratings
to their'instructors.

- jtcKeachie et al.. gathered and analyzed the
fact rs ih a,ijariety of student rating forms,. Skill
of t e teacher, difficulty of the codrse, ructure'of
the course, feedbIck to students,sgroup interletion.in
the class, and rapport between students.and teachers
(warmth) emerged as six stable factors.

The authors conducted flve empirical studies,
involving more than 1,700 students, to determine the
relationship between the above factors and effective
teaching. With the caveat that none of the courses
were identified as women's studies courses, certain of
thecir ffndings need to be'considered in the assessment
of teaching effectivenss in women's studies.

-"In all five studies, teachers who were rated
highly on "structure" tended to be more effective with
women students than with men students. Teachers who
were given high ratings on warmth or rapport tended to
be effective on measures of student thinking (applica-
tion) as opposed to iheasures of student knowledge
(accuoulation)._ And teachers whom students rated as
having an impact, On their beliefs were effective in
changing attitudes. In four of 'the five studies;
teachets rated highly on "skill" tended to be par-
ticularly effective with women students. McKeachie et
al. recommend that results for men and women be
analyzed separately: "what Works for men does not
necessarily work for women:"

17
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Influence of Sex Differences
.

Identification of sex differences in'student
MCKeAchie et al. also raises the question'

ofthe.influence on student ratings Of the.sex of both
the instructor and the student'Pratet. Several studies

that we have locate are concerned wiph the issues of
sex of the student, sex -of the teacher, 'an 'aex

stereotyping.. 4

Ferber and Hdber .(1976) asked students to rat,e

their college teachers in retrospct, and found that

all women students evaluatee-all of, their-teachete

Tare favorably than did,l'eaen students.. Harris (1975)
fotind,that femare atu4nta generally rated their
'teachers' performane higher than did inale studets on.
descriptions:of the style of the teacher. Defintng a

masculine teaching style as active, aggressive, and

directive and a feminine teaching.style As positive,

ilt
facil tive, sand listening, Harris found' .that

teach Who used the masculine mode, irrespective Of
sex, were rated higher in performance than either male

or,female teachers who used the,feminine mode.

In a subsequent experiment,-Harris (1976) sou
to teat die Applicability of research indicating'tha

.

men and women,tend to perceive male7stereotyped
behavior as superior to and healthier than female
stereotyped behavior and that Americaft women and menw4 . Harris found that there
both tend to rate the and Competence of

omen lowdr than th of men

was an "overwhelmingr tendency for a teacher described
in masculinely stereotyped terms to be rated more
''positively on all variables except warmth. The

results of 'Harris's experiment suggest that feminine

traits, rather than feMale gender, are vieWed nega-

tively in teaching.

_

, Kashak (1978) determined .that discipline's or
subject areas traditionally associated with one or the'

'other sex did not.affect the ratings of male or female

professors by students of'either sex. The sex a(f

professor, 'however, seemed to be the crucial fact6r

4.
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which males ev aluated faculty members. Women students
rated female professors equally with male professors
on such variables s effective-ineffective, concerned-
unconcerned; likeable,not likeable, and exsellent-.
poor. .Thei did not fnd feMale 'prOfessofs less
powerful and did not discriminate on the basis of sex
except to *choose to take a course frOm a female
teacher. Male students,.on the other hand, assigned
Iligher ratings td male professors on these variable,
regardless of subject area. These results do not
support the conclusion .of- Harris (1976) that it is

.stereotyped behavia, rather thari sex itself, that is
devalued.

SuilmarY

The AAUP (1974) call for multiple measures for
the assessment of teaching effeetiveness has been

-7 heard throughout the...land. -And Bergquist and Phillips
(1975) report that teacher self-evaluation And student
learning style forms have been developed and, Are in

'use. Nevertheless, we have not been able to locate
- validation studies of these.,forms or of outside

II expert" opinion.

Centra (1975) found that, in comparing student
and instructor peer ratings of the same instructor,
studeot raters, who have the reputation of being

,lenient (1141.1debrand, 1972), are less lenient,than
faculty,cpeers: the average colleague rating, was 4.47
on a 5-point scale; the average. student/ rating was
30108. Centra concluded that peer ratingi are not as
vaild as student ratings.

" Our position with respect Co the reliability,s,
validity, and usefulness of student ratings 'is
decidedly middle-of-the-road. The bulk of- the
literature suppOrts the findings of Marsh et'al. over
those dt, Rodin and Rodin. It is clear, however, that
factors such as the sex of the student and the sex of
the teacher, and the.issue of sexism or,sex stereo-7
typing, are iz)tent variables thgt affect the use and

-
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usefOlness of student ratings. Wp agree with the AAUP

that multiple medaures should'be accepted in the

evaluation of teaching effe,c.tiveness. -However,

student ratings. are hetter than novhing and are

going to,be around for awhile, and to eliminate them

entirely because of their shortcomings would be to

eliminate a large data base in and out of. women's

studies.

a
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4. REVIEW Of THE LIERA1MRE ON THE
°EVALUATION OF TEACHING EF ECTIVENESS

IN WOMEN'S S

This seCtion covers three principal areas:
(1) overview 'of the appnoaches-tdken in assessing
teaching effectiveness in women's atudies, who the

investigators are,:wbat methods they use, and what use
is made Of eheir andings; (2) chronological review of
the published and untublished literature during the
1972-1978 period; and (3) the published and informal
literature of womefi's studies values, .teaching
methods, and classrooms.

' Overview of Approaches

At least .three different approaches have been
used in' assessing ,teaching and/or course"or program
effectiveness in women's studies, and a fourth is in
the developmental stage. Although the peactitioners
of any%one method have,.to varying degrees, tried to.
incorperate some of. the :values, objectives, and
methodologies of the Other approaches, their work is
based om.fundamdntally different premises. Olier-

lapping values and objectiVes, and at tittles imprecise
or conflictiqg-'terminologies, tend to blur distinc-
tions in, concept.

We catdgorize the.four approaches as: fl).

descriptive' reviews of women's studies course6 and
programs, which provide context for as ng more
specific questions of tea4hing effp eness; (2)
student course tatings; .(3) research'of experimental
design;'aqd (4) exploratory or case stuct.y. research.

Descriptive Reviews

.In the early phases of course or program.develop-
ment, the descriptive review looks to document.the
need 'and value of women's studies. Faolitors such as

'who the students are, the relation between the content

21



of the courses and larger educational-end societal

issues, modes of instruction, and outcodes reported by

students are assessed with an-eye to establishing the

ours-e-or program as-aademicallyrespectable and
socially necessary.

Examp;Fs of the descriptive review are numerous.
They. are Often contained in program reports and

requeets for course credit or degree-granting status,

and they are by no means limited to-early women's

studies. Wilson'e review of the Women's Studies
Program a the University of Puget Sound (,1976),
the final evaluation of "Images of Women in Litera-

.ture" at the University of Minnesota (Davis et al.,

1975-76), and, HoWe's Seven Years Later: Women's
%

Studies Programs in 1976 (1977) are example:4 of this

mOde.

The people who do deseriptive reviews may or

_y not also use the methods of inquiry traditional in
risocia/ science research and may or may not test the

extent to which courses and programs meet their
objectives. As often as not,,)practitioners possess

Women's studies experience as teachers or adminis-

trators, or are 'sympathetic to womens studies:
The descriptive review may contatn eletents of

subjectivity. Certainly, to some extent, ft must
rely on impressions. It.has been invaluable in
establishing the insti;utional context in which
women'e Wcttdies teaching and evaluation oebur.

,

A variation of the descriptive review the

mandated evaluation by outside "experts" also,

occurs in women's studies.. A omprehensive summary of

either voluntary or mandated,'Vtws is beyond the
seope of this planning study, and nany such documents

are not generally available. The specific examples Of

the voluntary descriptive review that we ificlude_are

those available to us that also measure the relative

achievement of course or program objectivesin terns

of student scourse ratings or .experimentaf design

eseaRch.
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Student Course Ratings

The second approach -- sometimes included in
reports of-the first-- adheres_with -moire or-less
.fidelity to ehe student course rating methad of
Soliciting information on a standard Oepartmental or
all-university questionnaire, or on a farm desigAed by
'an individual instructor or a women's studies.program.
Tge goals of this approach are to produce quantifiable
data that can be used by decisionmaking groups:
students, teachers, administraiors, and personnel; and,
planning and curriculum committees.

.
,_

Contrary to the findings of'Yalhoor et al. (1973),
that formal course evaluation seemed not to have kept
up.with the growth of women's studies, 94 percent'of
the respondents to our survey reported that their
courses,were regularly evaluated .(see appendix).
Despite"the stated reservations about the reliability,

e/7

al;dity, and Usefulness of student ratings, these
ratings provide an unanalxzed data base for future

(
: research in teaching effectiveness. The researeh of
the Women's'Studies Evaluation Group at the University
ofliahhington andjthe Measurement Services Center at
the University of Minnesota are, eXamples of extensive

. evaluatfon of course and program effectiveness.

Experimental Design Resetirch %

'In the experimental design
2

approach, a researcher
or research team from the outside - or from some
point between outhide and in -- admi isters tests to
determine to what .exteftt certain de ed objectives
have been achieved by the "treated" roupe This
approach may be used in descriptive revi ws (Shueman
and Sedlacek, 1976) or in case studies that also.use
student coprse evaluations (Davis.et al., 1975-76), or
it may be included in program self-survey reports
(University Of Minnesota, 1978).

Sometimes the research has hypotheses to prtlive

(Borod, 1975) or seeks to validate the construct of
mik

23
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some particular instrument.or, scoring system (Coffman,

1978). In the most liberal vein, the researcher 'they

function as' a participant observer and/pr check or
supplement -instrument data with, interviews with
studetits and teacher's and -- the hardiest Tolk r-
with content analysis of student course producticIns

(Speizer, 1975). In studies based on the Multi-
Attribute -Utility Decision-Theoretic (MAUT) model,

participants contribute to setting the goals to be

measured (Brush et al., 1978).

Experimental design studies have, for the most
part, sopght to meas-ure outcomes in relation to
assumed or stated course or program objectives,.used a .

pre- and post-test ,format (with orwithout a control

group), gathered , basic' demographic- information, and

,concentrated on measuring- self-co pt, sex stereo-'
.1typing, and sex-role 'attitudes. cePtions to and,

variation in this pattern will be noted.
-

.

It appears that -experimental de gn studl.es

either posit a connection betwAn affecl&ve chan,kes

and the enhanced abilitY to absorb and utilize subject

matter-, or assume that affective change is one of the

goals of Uhe women's.studies course. The use to which

thtese studiessare'put is not.always clear in,the

literature. Sotaetimes, the proposed course of action

'is to improve thedesign'or scope of future studies.

Sometimes, it is in the application of the results

to specific issuesin dlyeloping women's studies

curriculum.

EkploratOry or Case Study Research

the exploratory:or ckse study approach differs
from many of the experimental design research methods

by more irectly addressing the issues of materials,

methodol gies, structures, arid pedagogies used in

women's studie6 rclassrooms. BOnneparth (1978)

describes the concept behind the development of this

appi-oach as follows: ,

oft
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A commitment to innovation in curricula
, and teaching technique musX be carried over
to the evaluation process itself'. Surveys
df_atudent chsracteristicA and_Attitudes

. pfovide important feedback on many ques-
- tions, but alternative evaluation tech-

. _niques are neededx get at the theoretical
issues...

Some of the theorietical, issues raised.by Bonne-
parth that are addressed in the literature on the
eXploratory or case study research include:, the
rationale befind establishing cq,le kind of women's
studies eourse or prograM, rather'than another; *es.-
tions of content, focUs, and progression; the .relation
bytween learning anti' doing; And-the process of making
/goals operational. Again, it' should be noted that
there May be overlapping 9bjectives between this'
approach and the others.

The research conducted by Talburtt et al. (1977),
based/ on Ahe formitive evaluation model, focused on
the effects of three types of women's educational
programs (internships, ,women'Er. studies courses, and
skills development classes) in eight institutions.
The exploratory 'research of Elovson and Cockcroft
(1977) concentrated on asdessing the impaceof women's
studies courses on students' lives. The case studies
of Davts et al. (1975-76), Kritek Lid 'Glass (1978),
and Register et al. (1978) assessed the curricular,
methodol gical, !structural, pedagogical, and outcome
aspect of, reapectively, an "Images of Women in
Literature" course, a course oriented toward problem
solving and the interrelations:: between professional
nursing .and the women's movenkent, 4nd a two-term
senior ntegrative.-seminar.for women's studies majow.
A1though specific applications of the.fourth approach
may v ry inAtehign and scope, they share an emphasis

,

on the direct .utilization of findings by students,
teacherd, and program planners. (,
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Review of the Literature

For the purposes of this planning study,'we hAre

ehesen to oeganize the_ materials. in this suhsecti6n

chronologically. A straight topical or thematic
organization would have the advantage,of identifing.

1,..major issues and methodologies and of addressing
discrete aspects of,the subject of teaching effective-

,

nessi. However, the presence of overlapping bjectives

and methodologies in the literiture, comp unded by
confusions.in terminology-and varying d grees of
methodoZogical specificity and consistency, make
thematic or topical organization difficult fiom a

conceptual point of view.

A chronological organization hai the advantage of'

documenting changes in the focus of women's studies

evaluative research, particularly when we consider the

time frame in which a specific study was undertaken as

opposed to.the date of publication (or, in the case of

doctoral research, _the year the desree was awarded).

Women's studies is a field in the process of

evolution. This fact is reflected nowhere more
'clearly than in the literature on its evaluation. Our

review of this literature cannot be complete given
that many studies that undoubtedly exist have not been

reported or listed in the conventional indices. Our

review is as complete as it is-tilanks to che help,we

received from individual women's studies instructors

and programs.

Chronological Review of 1972-75 StUdies

By surveying 125 instructors listed in tile 1970

Modeeh Language Association Current Guide to Female

Studies, Yamoor et' al. (1973) found that, of the 44

percent Who responded, only 16 percent' reported that

their courses were formally elialuated. The team

concluded that, "feedback-indicates a highly favorable

reaction from students, but instructores lacked the
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time and research competence.to conduct evaluation;
yielding objective data."

Yamoór,eal.iisessed the outcomes of "-Life
Styles of Educated Women" a.tthe University of
Minnesota, using a questionnaire they designed (the
Minnesota Women's Scale, 1973). The team did not seek-
to measure changes in attitude, and they had no
cOntrol group. Therefore, it is difficult.to know in
.what ways the women'I6 studies students in the couise
differed from other students or; with the exception of

. the positive course ratings, whether the "favorable"
outcotes reported were the result of having taken the
course.

me
Impact of 1973 Wesleyan Conferences. In 11973,

two conferences were held at Wesleyan University
(Connecticut) to discusd the conceptual and ethiCal
issues involved in evaluative, research.in women's
Studies and the relative merits of several evaluttion
models. As reported by Tobias,et al. (1973), imong
the issues"discussed at the.first conference was-the
subject and'control of any evaluative research.
Also addressed was the appropriate mechanism for
measuring the attainment of goals* that range fromc
affecting individual values (increasing self-esteem
ana intellectual competence) and group values (posi-
tive attitudes toward women and- the ability to work
cooperatively), through challenging myths about women
and Aenerating new theoretical models within the
varid4s disciplines, to instigating institutional and
societal change.. The codierence was important for its
attempt.to define Values and Oals for women's studies.
and wOmen's st ies evaluative research on a national
level.

As. a direct result of the two conferences,
several evalul,Itive studies were undertaken using
va riations on the HAUT model introduced by the late

m
i Marcia Guttentag. Althouglh. Guttentag s mOdel was in
its developmental stage when presented tO the Wesleyan
cdhferences, it is important to.understand why it

27
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was attractive to the participants, as well as the
rationale behind its specific applications.,

.
At the conferences, emphasis. was given to the

kind of evaluative research that would produce
informatiOn of direct use to,women's studies teachers
and seudents in improving courses and programs.
As reported by Tobias et al., MAUT offered the oppor-
tunity for,course Or pfogram participauts to develop a

range of goals to be achieved, to rarik the goals in

order of prior,ity and probability of achievement,. and

'to use existing instiuments of measuring change or to

'design new measures to answer questions of specific
concern to .women's studies teaching and evaluation.

In sum, 'the decision-theoretic model gffered the
chat-ice of stating both.shortr and long-rat*e goals and

the possibility for'women's.studies practitioners to

control the process and direction of evaluation. CA.

more detaiLeddiscussion of this model is presented

in the following subsection.)

One evaluqion of a women's studies program that

came out of the Wesleyan conferences was-Conducted by

Mangione and Wiersma (1974) at ihe University of

Massachusetts/Boston. Their research was intended
both as a descriptive review of tile program's educe-

tional value and as planning study for future
development. Students, faculty, and staff weie

involved in setting the objectives to be measured,

based on the values discussed,at the Wesleyan con-

ferences, suRplemented by goals-that might be specific

to an urban working-student population. The objec-'

tives were measured using an interview questionnaire

that sought to determine the extent to ,which the

-expectations o'f a variety of students (men, women, and

minorities) were being 'met by the women's studies

coursitti an the program. .

Mangione and Wiersma established that, on the

whole, student expectations were being met. The

reseairchers noted a,synergetic effett from taking more

than one course; that is, the more courses taken, the
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greater the achieyement of goals. Significantly, when
asked to rate women's studies courses with respect to
their other college courSes, 45 percent of the study
partittparits coftsid'eted --t-hem "better" or "much
better." Women rated"the courses higher than did men,
and women's studies "concentrators" rated the course&
the highest of-all.

Although Mangione and. Wiersma made specific
recommendations for addressing the needS of men and
minorities, for the purposes of this- review, the
remarks of Ferguson in the introduction of Mangione
and Wiersma's report are mpre relevant. According to
Ferguson;#titude changes" were not assessed because
there was no, scale sensitive enough to address.the
issue of consciousness raising in an.Invironment
having multiple infludhces. Moreover,Lone of the
most important findings of the study was. "the value
students give to cognitive. learning in Women's
Studies." Being presented 'with_ "solid information"
and learning techniques for .acquiring knowledge and
for "assessing their own' experien:ces were more_,

important than attitudinal changes." Presumably, thts
appreciation for cognitive learning was expressed'in
the student interviews.

It is noteworthy
of know1Ige and "int
the va ues describ d

hat, although the cquisition
lectual compqence" were Ationg-,
at the Wesleyan Conferences ,

(Tobias et al., 1973), the Majority of the experi
melltel studies have sought to measure changes'in
attitude, vsing one or more of the nstruments devel
,oped in the early 1970's to measure the acquisition of
new attitudes as the result of the ise of tnterest in
feminism and the women's liberatiprt movement. Stich

'instruments include the Spence and Helmreich- Attitude
Toward Wdmen 'Scale (AWS, 1972), the Bem AexROle
Inventory (1974), and the revised .Minnesota Women's
Scale (1974). Older instruments, such as. the Ten
nessee SelfConcept Scale (1965) and the Brbverman
SexItole Stftreotype Scale (1968), will be noted in
place. -As Ferguson suggests, some ot the questions
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that surround when and what to measure in women's !

Studies involve the appropriateness of these scales in
an evolving field. .

Focus on Sex-tole Attitudes. Ruble et al. (1975)
conducted'two field studies at the University of
California, Los Angeles in which they tested the
extent to Ohich three wopen's studies coursesimere
effective in changing seo(-role attitudet of partici-
pants in relation 0 a control group. Five general

areas were analyzed: future plans; dislike and
distrust of women; agreement with traditional roles of

- women; 7 nonstereotypic beliefs -about)sex roles; and
perception of sex discrimination. the. authors found

that wOmen's, studies classes significantly .incfease
students' dOnstereotypnic beliefs and their perception

of sex- discriilination, 4hile dedfeasing thetr..agree-
, ment with the traditional role of women, even in a

one-term course. However, .the researdh found no
significant change fn career pilaf, or with regard to
dislike and'distrust4of women4 The'authors also
found.tlump wOmen_who initially.had more traditional
att.itudes changed the most. Their reseafch could not
determine Which aspects of the ,courses accounted for
the specific outcomes.

Iiañ unpublished dectoral dissertation,- Speizer
(Boston University, 1975) reports on" her use of the
AttitUde Toward Women Scale. This 55-item test of

' profeminist (defined as "liberal")' attitudes toward

wouen was used to-measure changes in-feminist orients-

.
tion among students who participated in 4 one-setester

course entitled "Perspective on Vomen in American
Society"-at Garland Junior College (MOssachtufetts) in'
1974. Speizer/found that the scores of the students
in that course rose significantly in comparison with

the scores of he,.other women enrolled in the college

that semester ho were tested. This reflected,
Spbizer concludedt a heightened awarenests of sex-role
srereotYpini attitudes toward women as a direct reisult

of the course.

fl
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Using Rosencrantz'st theory of self-concept
(1968), Speizer hypOthesized that a 'negative' self-'

concept would change as the result of exploring
sex-role stereotIping in- a'CivYmen's studies course.
The verbal and written statements of .the students, as
reflected in class discussions and in journals, were
analyzed for Nhits and themes that would express
positive or negative feminine self-concept, positive
male vself-concept, or no self-concept. Speizer's
hypothesis could neither be confiriled nor refuted.
She discovered Mat, although the students were
willing to talk about women_in general, ehey were
reluctant tb talk or write about themselves. ,

Speizer also concluded that different teaching
styles did not alfect outcomes ih the two wopeli's
dtudies couKses studied. She comments on the extent
to which her findings can be generalized, and, for the-
purposes of this review, mSkes a telling point about
the AWS:

Attitudes toward women and men's roles in
our society seem to be changing very fast.
It is difficult, thetefore, to 'find an
instrument which is valid and reliable even
within a year of.ite publication.

Value of Sharing Common Experiences. Borod (Case
Western Reserver University, 1975) hypdthesized,
that female participants in her "Psycholdgy of
Women and the Acquisition of Sex Differences" course
would decrease the discrepancy between their per-
ceptions of typical masculine and* feminine charac-
teristics, become less stereotypiclly feminine in

their real and ideal self-perceptions, and become more
liberal.in attitudes toward women's-rightsiLroles,
privileges. Using the revised Brovermal aex-Rble
Stereotyping Questionnaire (1972), the AWS, and. the

Women's Liberation Movement Questionnarie, Borod
gonducted pre- and.post-Course.eesting with followup
meadurement 3-1/2 months later on both the experi-
'mental and'cdfftrol.gtoups. -Data, analysis did not
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support any Of her hypotheses. Surprisingly, however,

.the woirten who formed the control group became signifi-
caently more profeminist in their attitudes toward
women and less stereotypic in their perceptions of

real, self snd of the differences between males and
females, but only over the period of the study.

Borod, undoubtedly .dispirited by her findings',
explained them variously. It was possible, she
suggests, that the women's studies course might
"reinforce, rather than liberalize, sex-role stereo-
types," particularly since tilt course. readings and
lectures emphasized "researched descriptions of sex

differences, and their acquisition." This is an
important analysis because it is quite possible that

courses' in which the materials run counter-To the
objectives may present special problems in teaching
technique (see Roffman, 1972).

A major implication of her findings, Borod notes
is that, if the goal of women's studies is to change

sex i.oles, then instructional formatsthat encourage
sharing common experiences, as in a consciousness-
Taieing group, might be more effective. Sorod also
suggests that expopure to the milieu created by the

women's movement and participation in the study itself

may have influenced the scores of the control group.

Further Study of Attitude Changes. Shuemah .and

'Sedlacek (1976) in 1975 conducted a study that com-
bined the legitimizing aspects of the descriptive
review with experimental research on attitude changes.

The authors compared students in nine womeels studies

courses wfth students in an undergraduate psychology

course at the University of Maryland. In addition to

gathering demographic information, data on attitudes

relating to career goals and women's issues, and
course evaluations of teaching effectiveness, they

used the Bem Sex-Role Inventory (1974).as a measufe of

psychological androgyny.and the Tennessee Self-Concept

Scale (1965) to assess changes in feminine stereo-
typing and self-concept as the result of the courses.

'Mk
A
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The researchers made an effort to align the concepts
they wished tel measure with information on the objec-
tives of the woten's ttudies program outlined in
vrogram-brochuretw--

11

The authoric reported that, in 1975, women's
studies courses were largely of interest to women,
were ta-ught mainly by women, were offered in the
humanities and social sciencet, were perceived by the
students as academi4lly 'rigorous, and did increase.
student awareness of sex roles and the "situation" of
women in society. They found,-however, no significant
'change in self-concept or stereotyping that could be
attributed to the courses, -and speculated that,one
'semester may be "too short a'time. for any significant
change to occur and be reflected in standardized
measure."

Scott-et al. (1977), reporting on research they
conducted in 1974, foundsthat some student-attitudes
can be.Altered.by.a one-semester or one-quarter course
in Women's studies as measured on fhe AWS. Their.
13ubjects were students in two midwestern /colleges%

- The authors suggest that the influential. factore.
in liberalizing Scores we e the relevance of the
materials in the course t a predominantly female
enrollment, -emphasis o student involvement in-

discustions, and the use f strong historical women as
..'role models, as well'as the contemporary role models

presented bkhighly coMpetent guest speakers. ,

In an evalbation of a course entitled "Achieve--
mept Motivation in Women: Psychological and Socio-
logical Peripectives" (1975) at the University of
Minnesota,. pre- and post-course assessment on 'four
scales (Serf-Assessment- Scales, Attitudes loward
Women as Managers, AWS, and Achievement -Motivation
Inventory) did not.detect any changes that could,be
attributed to participation in the course. .In student

.
telfevaluations, however, many reported that they4lad
not only learned new faCts, theorlias,':and approaches,
.but had -.also gained new perspectives on themselves as
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women and as scholars and were_much more,ready to
assume responsibility for their educations.

Mantes ---(Utriversity-- -of---California, les Ahgele1

1975) reported in an unpublished doctoral dissertation
that the students who scored the..highest 'in feminism
on the AWS were-those enrolled in women's studies
courses in which the instructor announced either
verbally or through course objectives that she was a
feminist. In courses in which the insVructor.was
explicitly or impcitly "critical".of women, the
scores on the scale were significantly lower. Thames

called for the development of a questionnaire that
would tag the most feminist.and radical interests and
attitudes of students in order to measure the full
spectrum of responses to women's studies.

The MAUT Model

Although GutterAg's Multi-Attribute Utility
Decision-Theoretic model did not reach a liational
women's studies reafership until 1978, versions of

MAUT were published as early as 1973. And Guttentag's
presentation at the 1973 Wesleyan conferences inspired
several titudies cbased on her methodology, including
that conducted hy BruSh et al. during 1974-75 at
Wesleyan University.. The results of park of that
study were circulated as early a4 1974, and a firlal
version, "The Paradox of Intention and Effect:, A
Women's Studies Course," received wider distribution
in Signs (summer 1978).

Report of Guttentag et al. In "Evaluating
Women's Studies: A Decision-Theoretic Approach"
(Guttentag et al., 1978), the authors characterize
some of the problems that traditional research
encounters when addressing itself to women's studies.

First, formal evaluation, usually conducted by an
outside evaluator, may not ak the kinds of questions
that most women's studies praaitioners want answered.
These questions deal less With success and more With

ways in which courses and programs -can be improved.
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Second, the traditional models of evaluation often
measure goals that are not Shared hy the various
groups that have an interest'ip the praject4 Third,

goals and-expectations may change ,during the period
of'evaluation. The traditional models, which'are
oriented toward summative r sults, may not be able to
acoommodateirgie revision.

MAUT involves the participants of the evaluation
directly in setting goals and in eiiablishing griori-
ties that are specific to a particulkr course (or to a
number of courses in a women's studies program), as
well as in assessing the probability of achievement.
The evaluators are responsible forlinding or devel-

,

opingtechniques to measure the .degree to which any
given goal is mpt, and for collecting and analyzing
the data using Bayesian statistics. The opportunity
for different groups to establish different goals for
the evaluation and to assess the pro,bability of
achievement seems particularly important in a field in
which ehe goals range from increase0 intiellectaal
self-confidence to changing society.

An important part of the process involves identi-
fying-the areas to be evalUated and making the defini-
tions op7rational; that is, breaking the expected
outcomes aown to specific attitudes or actions and
identifying the.alternative instructional formats for
implementing the soals.

The MAUT mod0, the authors argue, permits
the kind of "iteration" and flexibility needed in
evaluating the complex expectatioa of women's studies
courses and programs. .Their presentation does not
specify instruments that are compatible with MAUT;
thex do say that priority Ihould be given to devel-
oping new anclappropriate technique's for measurement.
Analyzing the data collected at any point in the
process, assigning "importance weights," and conv.ert-
ing these weights mathematically try Bayesian statis-1
tical analysis permits .a series of,interactions
between probability and testing resUlts so that a



judgment may be made about which sort of instructional
mode or course best achieves the desired goal.

04
--Report --uf---Eftmish-et-st.T- -Brush et--al-w begin their

report of a specific application of MAMT with a
statement that needs to be viewed in th10-context of

the evolution of women's studies. Of the..two,sets of

goals that are emphasized by practitioners -- "the
traditional academic goals of intellectual mastery of
subject mattet and the imparting of a substantial
amount of information" and the "less traditional goals
of personalchange" the researchers considered-it
more worthwhile to test whether the second set of

goals, "resocialization,"'might be achieved in a
classroom setting duri,ng a one-semester interdis-
ciplinnry course. The goalS of resocialization, as
specified by the participants, were categorized by the
researchers as improved selffesteem, improved self-
concept, and commitment to a "feminist ideologY,r
defined as changed attitudes toward the social role of
women; raised careet aspirations, and consciousness of

sex. bias.

The instruments used included the Bem Sex-Role
Inventory, the Broverman Sex-Role Stereotype Stale,
the I.Am test (Kuhn and, McPartland, 1954),.and a
revised version ?f'the Minnesota Women's Scale,
supplemented by questions to elicit information on
career plans and reactions to, sex bias that was
used to "graph ideology." When the results of the

Minnesota questionnaire were discussed a year later
with the students, %spontaneously mentioned changes"
attributed to the women's studies course were recorded
and analyzed.-

As suggested by the title of the Brush et al.
report, the,authors found a paradox of intention and

/
Theffect 6n several levels. e first paradox involved

the students and the course goals. Consistent with
the, findings of Speizer (1975) and Ruble et al.
(1975), entry level scores of the women's studies
enrollees initially were high. -In.the Brush et al.
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#tUdy, the scores of pome of their control groups were
also 'nigh. (Thetnumber of men in the study was small,
and their scores were not tabulated.)

Brush et al. found that women who came into the
course with more traditional, attitu4es changed the

most. Forc the rest, .the course tended to vilidate pr
clarify prior beliefs and to reinforce their retention
y providing Information, forms of argumentation, and
the opportunity to articulate belief, information, and,
critical analysis. Ln at keast ono, of the authors'
control groups, initially strong prbfeminist belidts
weakened over time, presumably because they had not
received the kind of reinforcement and strengthening
that a' women's studies course can provide.

4.

T e secpnd paradox 'involved tilt measurempit
intru4ents. For all the authors' eff6rt to chdrose
sophis icated instruments, the statistical measures
failed to detect the kinds of changes that pie
students reported in their likterviews a ydar, or more
after the completion of theVeuise. Content analysis
of interview data suggested home changes in self.4.
concept, and particularly in the areas of heightened
self-confidence, in the value placed on independence,
in the acceptance of qualities of masculinity.and
feminity about which some of thewomeft's studies
students initially had been ambivalent, and, on the

part of 6 of the 16 women interviewed from the'1974,

classes, in.an increased respect for women.'

Of the VarioussonclusionS the authors drew,.2--"7.

perhaps the mbet relevanlifor this pact of the litera-
ture review is their assessment of the changing goal1s

of this particular women's,studies course since its
inception in 1970. Initially, changes in' behavior.and
attitude -- the second set of goals -- were of primiry

concern. By 1978, however, when the study was pub-,
lished, both the inaructor and the students stressed
"intellectual mastery" as their primary objective.in
giving or taking the course. The instfuctional format

had also undergone unspegified changes.

4
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Chrendloiical,Rwilew* of 175-78 Studies

.Inp_erviews conductea in 1975 by Bose et al.
_(1171)._i5f_momees. atirdlas_malora and nonmaj ors at _the
University of WashiattOn support the findings of Brush
et al. -- i.e., that students report positive changes
in self-image asia result of their women's studies
pxperiences. The students in the Bose et al. sample'
also reported "an increased awareness of their own
needs, and more faith in their ability to fulfill
these needs," thus 'confirming' the value (or perhaps
the necessity) of independence.

Effects of Introductory SecidenCe. kstudy of the.
effects of the introductory sdquence.af the University.
of Minnesota (1976) used the Washington dniversity'
Sentence Completion Test of Ego Development (1970) and
the AWS. No pre-'to post-course chahges in ego,levels

or attitudès were found eieher in the control groups
or amOng the students who had completed the women's

_studies introductory sequence. The resefirch estab-
lished, however,"a correlation between the women .in
both groups who had more liberal attitudes toward
*women and a higher than average ego level. The report

suggests that this correlation may stem from,the
ideals of self-realization and identity supported by
the women's movement.

Coffman (1978) reported on her 1976 investigation
of the effect of inttoductoty"w6men's studies classes
on sex-role stereotyping. Coffman hypoehesized that'
these classes would reduce sex-rofe stereotyping by
increasing.androgyny and masculinity scores on the Bem
Sex-Role Inventory dnd that the control group of
introductory sociology students whO expressed dn
interest in taking women's "stu4ies cOuises would not.

Coffman also sought tonstruct validity for psycho-
logical androgyny,- which was. defined oberationally
ias the ability to respond flexibly to situations,
as opposed to reaceing according:to sex-role prescrip-

,tion. She anticipated.increaged Masculinity scores asr
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a preliminary step to androiyny based on the findings
,of Steiger (1977) and 'others.

Coffman", 44-ta-lanalysis did not impport
. hypotheses with respeict to the women's studies intro='

ductory classes: neither these nor the introductory
'sociology courses ignificantly reduced sex-role
stereotyping, which :was a goal 'of the women studies
course at the Univer ity of Washington.

Two, other studies conducted during this period
were exploratory 14n design and relied heavily to
xclusively on student self-report. These studi,es

addreseed, respecitively, program effectiveness
(Talburtt et al., 1977) and impact of Nomen's studies
tourses on studen s' lives (Elovson and Cockcroft,
1977). Both studi s illuminate some of the cognitive
and pedagogical is ues'that-are,revealed in the three
case stuaies discuesed 1$rer in this section.

Study of Pr4ram Effectivedess. The goal of
Project WELD (Woutirn's gducation: Learning anct Doing)

vas to evaluate t4e impact, outcomes, and implications
of- three women'S teducational programs: internships,
defined as -car er exposure in out-of-classroom
settings; women s studies academfc_courses .(not
necessarily a art of a'formal women's studies
program); and sk4lIs development classes oreworkshops,
including assert veness training, career planning, and
personal growth xperienqes. The programs were housed'

in eight ins utions,. six of Which -wire primarily
women's colle and tvo of which were coeducational
universities wi h women's centers. t should be noted

that although e programs,were vieye4 separately, any
combination of the three may be i luded in a women's

studies 'progra .

Using e pre-tested form, Talburtt et al. inter-
viewed students- (most of.whom had completed the
programs a year prior to the intervieW), teachers,
administrators, and supervisors, And they Consulted
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with a national advIsory board. The interviews
provided both quantitative and qualitative informs:-

tion, and primacy was given to returning the reisulis
tA3 the..instltutiona_to_document And/ar.to_improve.
their programs' effects.

4

Talburtt et al. found thlat, for the most part;
the students chose the various programs to gain the
general outcomes promised, that the outcomes were
achieved, and that unexpected results were achieved
that were highly valued by the students. Internships
promoted proilessional skills and career exposures, but'
they also increased geif-confidence and sense of
personal potential. tkills tlagses were reported,as
developing interpersonal skills: They also developed
self-confidence, independence, feminist perspectives,
and self-understanding. In other words, each type,of
program accomplighed its objectives and fostered
outcomes that were unanticipated. When the students
compared their programa to their'other classes, in no
case did they report that the "traditional curriculum"
developed qualities that they considered. important id
a gignificantly better way%

As the authors note, program Structure has impact
on educational outcomes, for the outcomes were 1.1,Ideed

different, even.with some overlappings.

Women's studies would appear to be the most
direct route to'fostering feminist con-
sciousness about women's pist and present.
An internship encourages the development
of professional potential and antidis-
crimination skills better than either [Jrt

the other two program types or the tradi-
LoItional curriculum. Yet with the exception

f a sense of' women's hismiical past
.

and professional qualities, ithe skills
e perience seems to promote every other
attribute better than the traditional
college experience.

I
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Internships an4 skills classes y already be a
part of a woMen's studies- program (as they are at
Portland State Universtty, for instance) or ma be a
part of a women4s,Studies course that differs from the
ones in Talburtt's study. Nevertheless, the'findings
of this,research have implications for building
curriculum in and' out of women's studies, particularly
,in 'an era in which students are acutely sensitive to
the relation 'between their education and future
,e4loyment (Bose et al., 1977).

While a majority of the women's studies students
found the course impact to be greater than other
educational Tcperiences, 23 pertent of .this group
rated their classes as having the "same" or "less"
impact, a higher percentage than in either the skills
or the internship groups. Satisfaction with the
II academic content" was slightly higher in women's
studies than in the other two programs. The authors
propose that, in this study, the comparability between
women's studies and traditional courses made it easier
for the student's to know what to expect by way of
cognitive development and hence were better able to

4, measure the cognitive development gaine& This study
also founO that teacher's slightly overestimated the
possible outcomes of the women's studies courses,
particularly, in the areas of creativity and leader-
ship.

Impact on Student's Lives. 'The exploratory
research of Elovson and Cockcroft (1977) was designed
to generate a brcrad" base of data to illutinate
curricular and pedagogical issues and to develop a
"reliable and sensitive" instrument of assessment. In

examining the impact of participation in'women's
Studies classes on students' lives over time, the
authors propased an alternative to the "defirned-
objective" approach to evaluation. To avoid the
methodological difficulties, the "paradox of'intention
and effect," and the unanticipated outcomes that
so oftem crop up in the literature, the authors

A
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recommended the "empirical-inductive" approach and the
"bxpandtd use of student self-reporting.

Using-a rombination-of open-enderi'and directed- .

attention qqrstions, Elovson and Cockcroft gathered
"impact" data .from some 200 women's studies students.
Ninety-three percent of the students reported.impact.
.When individual impact scores were correlated with the

number of women's studies courses taken, it was found

that the more courses taken, the greater the number of

scores of support and reinforcement for previously

held ideas, feelings, and behaviors, t4us argUing for

the internalization of impact in the students' lives.

Ninety-five percent of the students responded

that they had -encountered new material in their (

women s studies courses. Moreover, 19 percent
reported that the new information affected how they

viewed issues outside women's studies. The students

also reported that the female teachers-had served as

role models in'competence,' energy, intelligence,
.tichievement, and commitment to scholarship, as well as

in--personal warmth xpression.

Three Case Stud
,

The case study approach to evaluative research in

women's studies is pethaps the most widely represented

in the informal literature. The examples presented .

here combine traditional course ratings with an
emphasis op instructor monitoring and analysis of

course progress, leading to changes in pedagogical
approach, content, and class structure. These studies

differ in the degree to which they also contain
aspects of e

i

perimental design and descriptive review.
They are jo ned, however, by the degree of attention

....
given to the content, structure, and teaching strate-

gies that make operational course goals.-

Research of Davis et al. The research of Davis

../
et al. (1975-76) encompassed evaluating the 'succe/s .

of the-"Images of Women in Literature" course n

4 .
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achieving instructional goals, measuring changes on
the AWS, comparfng demographic characteristics uith a
control group, gathering feedback on instructional
effort during the term, and documenting the suit-
ability of the course as a permanent offering.

The authors found that the objectives ofthe
course were met: The students gained.a greater'
knowledge and appreciation of women Post-course
scores on the AWS showed significant improvement as
the result of instructional effort, while-ihe scores
in the control sroup did not improve.

Research of Kritek and Glass. Kritek and Glass
(1'978) evaluated a course.oftered in a professional
nursing program and cross-listed with the women's
studies program at the University of Wisconsin/
Milwaukee, thus arawing'students from each. The
course was oriented taward the interrelations between
nursing se a profession and the women's movement, and
it emphasized creative problem-eblving.

The authors found that the 'examinations and
projects assigned encouraged originality, initiative,
and self-direction, and fostered a feminist per-
spective in nursing. Students reported that class
discussions had led to on-the-job assertiveness with
respect to the sexist discrimination they perceived.

Kritek and Glass,used the Allport Study'of
Values, an evaluation keasure of their own design, and
student ratings of materials and instructors. All
measures showed significant progress toward obtaining.
cbqrse Objectives.

^ .

Research of.Register et al. Register et al.
(1978) describe at length the design, progress, and
evaluation of a two-term senior integrative seminar,at
the -University of Minnesota. The purpose of the
research was to determine how best to meet a women's
studies program requirement that majors have the
opportunity "to direct knowledge and methodologies
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gained from other courses and experiences toward
topkcs of an interdisciplinary nature with a focus on

women."

Durin-g the first term of the course, the four-
instructors worked as a cooperative team,.alternating

in presenting lectures on the follovang topics:

assumptions that characterize scientific research
and analysis of the process by which theories are

constructed; anthr-opological, approaches, including

-,cross-culiural comparisons; literary criticism;
Jungian psychology; Marxist and Marxist-feminist
methodology; and biases and problems in the behavioral

and social sciences. -The lectures and subsequent
discussions were intenided as overviews and preparation
for the_second ,term's requirement that students
devekoprtheir own, research topics on the theme of
women, culture; and power.

The second term was structured to give students

the opportunity to work on their research and td meet

once a week for student-led discussions of a work of

feminist theory. The final 2 weeks were devoted to
the oral.presentations of student prolec_ts before

these were submitted in written form.

A summary.of the evaluation cannot do justice to

the complexity of the task or ehe results. At the end

of both terms, students were asked to evaluate such

matters as4 the difficulty of the reading and its

Appropriateness both to an interdisciplinary approach

and fo their own feminist concerns; the success of the

teachers in presenting, subject matter and as human
beings in the classroom; and their own and other's

participation in the seminar.

Register et al; began their discussion of _the

results-by sayfng that the ,"procese of self and mutual

evaluatio has not always been pleasant, but we feel

that it As a vital part of the growth of women's
studies."' Students and teachers had entered the

course w th a high level Of expectation'of themselves
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and one another. The conflict between the academic
eMphasis of the teachers and the action-orientation
of some of the Students, as well,as the teachers' own
struggles .to integrate academie valos and feminist
action, perAated the course. Students_and teachers
had tried to clarify'their own understandings of such
terms as,"feminist" and "interdisciplinary," but the
diversity of the perspectives resulted in shifts of
focus: the center did not always hold.

The instructors were surprised at the levels of
difficulty the. students ,Feported in the readings.
They wete equally surprised that what they had per7
ceived 'as an experiment in cooperative feminist
eaching was viewed by a number of the students as
a class top-heavy wie.11_, instructors who formed'a
silencing block of authority. T+4- instructors'
assumption that mutu I trust and iespect had been
developed before the b ginning of the course proved to
be unfounded. '

The instructors also discovered the_ "real risks
involved in attempt to integrate the academic, the
political, and th jpersonal and to be teachers,
allies, and frien s." Some of the criticisms
students had of the course -- the abstractness of the
overviews, the rel tive lack of student input into
the design and progression .f the arse -- became
personally directed' toward, e of Me instructors.
Ironically, the sncouragem t to ma150 a radical
critique of education often f ds the encouragers2on
the receiving. end\of the,stick. Yet for all the
silences, disappointments, and crosscurrents of
feeling, the students on the whole rated the'course,
the teachers, and their own learning -positively.

The findings of -this evaluation lea to modifica-
tions in the court:4e requirement, particularly in the
direction of a realistic reassessment of what an
integrative course promises and 'What it can actually
deliver, and in the development of options for meeting'
the requirement.
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Summary of Findings

This revisi of the literature indicAtes that the.

standardized measures..used to gauge the effectiveness

of -yomen's studies teaching have not Proved- to be

'sensitive to the changesin perception and attitudes

that are reported in student.interviews And the

exploratory and, cpse study research. jibe exception to

this is the Attitude Toward Women Scale,-theworkhorse

of experimental design resdarch.

rn the studies that reported using the AWS, four

found* pre- to post-course "liberalization" of scoreg

Itong women's studies students and three did not. The

questionnaire used by Ruble et al. (1975) detected

- statistically significant changes in attitude toward
the traditional role-of women, a reduction in stereo-.

typic beliefs, and an increased perception of sex
discrimination on the part of students as a result of

taking a women's studies course. It uncovered ho

changes in dislike or distrust of women or in career

pline stemming from the course. Shueman and Sedlacek

(1976) found 1\ncreased "awareness" of sex roles and

the "situation" of women as the restilt of taking

women's-studies courses.

Several Of the researchers have
greatest changes occur amopg women
the most traditional atti udes. Bt

found that, for the rest 1n their sa

repOrted that the
tudents who have
u h et al. (1978)

he women's

studies course served to ftlarify. and,s rengthen prior

beliefs and to equip t m with the =formation and
intellectualipskills to use the course effectively.

0.

. An the whole, the research that utilized student

self-reporting and student ratings found that womeas

studies courses actlieve their goals and that students

judge these courses as having a powerful impact on

their lives and educations.

It is a major question to Vhat extent,..the bulk of

the research reported to date. -- experimental destin .
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bears on the issues,of cognitive learning,f
and. hence on how codiprehensively the issues of
teaching effectiveness in women's studies have been
addressed. With the exceptions of-the'attenb4on.
paild 66 the -development of- cbgbitive Skills and- qle
acquisition of cognitive content in tlthe.exploratory
and case itudy approaches, and; of the report of
student appreciation of cognitive learning in Mangion4
and Wiersma (1974), the literature of evaluative
research in women's studie4w&ends to be silent on the
traditional academic goal or"intellectual mastery."

Finally, chronological-review of the literature
indicates that an early trend toward assessing
effectiveness almost exclusiliely in terms of attitude
change has been supersede4,by a more multivariate
'approach. In thiYespect, the work of Talburtt et
al. (1977), Elovson and Coptcroft (1977), Davis et al.
(1975-76), Kritek and Glaas/A1978), and Register et
al. (1978) 'is exemplary: The Talbuite and Register
studies are aligt moteworthy for their inclusion of
.teacher self-evaluation.

Women's Studies-Values and Teaching:
Theory'and Practice in the Classroom

In section 2, we discussed the process7product
paradigm (Doyle, 19754 which favors a bidirectional
and multivariate model for assesaing teaching e4fec-
tivenessi' The accounts of women's studies classrooms
in this subsection are presented for the purposeof
conceptualizing some of the varaubles and interactive
modes that obtain in women's studies teaching And
learning as described by women's studies teachers.
Issues of importance to future development, and hence
to the future evaluation of women's'.studies, are also
raised.

,o

I*

The Participant-,Centered Classroom

.

The theory behind the kidd of women's studies
teaching that place&'the participants at the center
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of the courie argues that the'most effective learning

is active engagement with the materials and other
stddents in the course. It argues also that old;
passive soctializetion and thought patterns can be

dhaliinged add new patterns estab-lishedthrougir the

direct participation of the student in the learning

process.

Howe (1970) describes a writing course fof women

in whi h.she attempted to break the patterns of

assume f ority and dependenc)kon the teacher as a

flgure of oritx; that is, to olircome the barriers
ctual domination and trivialization womea

students often have encountered in their past edua-
awl,. Howe faced squarely the issues of intrapsychic

and interpersonal conflict engendered by the process.

It 'is, she argued, a long step toward autonomy and

power for the student and the teacher both to risk the

anger and bewilderment of disruption, for what is

being reconstructed is not just students and their
writing but the classroom itself.

Hoffman (1972), in describing a women s poetry

course, argued for locating'the process of explicating

texts in the students themselves, as a means of
counteracting the negative content often found in the

literature. Hoffman viewed,students and teachers
reading together as a soci4.1--act that in its lf

projetts a community different from the patterns'of

isolation and despair foundfrin some of the w men

writers. Martyna' (1976) Suggests that, in a cojirse

that explores the.ways in whith men 4.nd women use

lanpage, the interactive classroom is an ideal rena

for Students 0 observe and begin to change thei own

thought and speaking'patterns..

The "talking classroom," Aever, is not without

its attengant discomforts. Not only are discussions

heated-and persbnal (Talburftyet ai., 1977),- they

often do not stick to the tabject, 4 phenomenon of
particul4r, although by no means exclusive, discomiort

to the4eacher. Stizel (1977) -reminds us that the

Classroom, is qnly one component'of a course. -Dis-
,.,

A
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cussions, even wh'en apparently. irrelevant, cad
"revitalize memories, alert readers to mindsets.that
structure responses, ald raise and focus isdues that
.become contexts" for the reading, writing, and
discussion of iyooks.that go on outside the elseusw

Proponentd of the participant-centered classroom
see it as the structured space ia which teachers and,
students learn together to connect personal experience

. to- the substance of books-and to the larger issues and
analyses' that' lie outside the, classroom. This
connection, particularly in theecontext of developing
mutual trust and respect for women, is seen as a value,
in itself and as a means of ensuring learning that has
a"context (Howe, 1977).

Not all women's studies teachers and students,
however, rapturously embrace the personal and opent-

ended classroom discussion. Fireman (1973) noted that
the "emotional element" that she found running high in'
the history of women course she taught made con-
centrating on the subject matter problematic. Kritek
and Glass (1978) reported that some of their students
were disconcerted by what they perteived as a lack of
structure (authority) in that part of the course in
which they were asked to take greater initiative for
tbeir own learning. Pal/is (1978) described a pro-
tracted struggle in a research seminar between the
students' request to be "mothered" during ehe process
and her own conflicting impulses to mother and to
demand:student independente. Such accounts raise sro
issues that have not been systematically investigateth
the prior training and background of students and
teachers in women's studies, and the contexts frOm
which they wolt.

Among, those women's studies teachers whose
backgrounds, pedagogical preferences, and course
objectives favor the participant-centered classroom,
there is growing awareness that certain goals do not
just happen spontaneously. These include: mutual
respect, trust, nd community; a shdred leadership:
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between students and teachers; cooperative prOects;
integration of affestive and cognitive learning.; ind

the integration of theory and actiOn. Translating
goals from rhetoric to teaching ind learning inVolves
puilding skills snd-dedication in the elastfr9em-and-a
continued understanding of why this is important
(Schneideivind, 1978-79).

The,Content-Centered Classroom

The content-centered classroom is not necessarily
synonymous with the lecture-centered classroom, nor

does it necessarily imply t11.4t the teacher is the

cenxer of the course. Values and objectims may
overlap with those of the participant-centereciclass-
room, particularly the connections made between
personal experience and subject mattbr. As. Stoper

observes, the emotional iengagement of teachers- and

students in the'content and processes of any course in

women's studies mudt be combined 4ith "sensitivity" in
structuring classes to make the emotional, engagement a
"powertal intellectual asset."

Lectures, however, are a necessity in many law
courses, and they are often viewed as the moat
effective means for concisely conveying large and
complex bodies of Whowledge, as well as for demon-
strating paradigm-challenging and feminist forms ..of

argumentation and approaches-to content (Wolf, 1978).

The lecture format may also be seen as a vehicle for

presenting strong role model4 for women students,
particularly with respect to dcholarship and the

professions. .Finally, from the perspective of the

xesponsibilities that women's studies teachers feel

for both subject matter and students, the lecture

may b seen as. a format that,clearly delineates
the function of the teacher as a person who can-
not solve specific problems of decisionmaking in
students''lives?.\ but who can offer the broad context
and analysis oV where inequalities and oppression
come, from in institutions, culture, and society
(Eileenchild, 1979).

:
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Because the lecture-discuspiqgformat is tradi-

tional in 'higher education, itnias received less
attention in the published and informal Iliterature on
women's studies teaching. Essays in the Sociologists

for WOmen in Sodiety Neweletter TJUI)i-117gT;-h-O4ti.Tet,
address feminist, interdisciplinary,.and pedagogical
perspectives relevant .to the lecture-discussion
format. 'Of particular note are the essays that
describe the objectives,of developinf the "conceptual

tools necessary to articulate [personal] understanding
in structural terms" of discussion grounded in course
'lectures and readtngs (Gould, p. 4); of helping
Anudenis to identify the ways in which'they contrtbute
to, the 'maintenance of sexual inequality;'and.of
encouraging equal Tarticipation even in large lecture
classes (Thorne and Parrington, pp. 10-11).

Trangitions in Women's Studies Classrooms

Stoper speaks to several 1.ssues that are im-
portant variables 'in understanding the sliAng.klg

objectives that might occur in women's studies class:-

rooms. She describes, Ior instance, the rationale
behind abandoning small group discussions that lacked
the intimate, voluntary setting essential for their
success. Stoper .

also reports that the growing body of
findings On the status of-women tn her field of

political science has led her.to adopt a less- inter-
disciplinary approach in her political science women's

'studies course. On the other hand, the growing mass
of material in other.areas as well has -led her to

participate in a team-taught, interdisciplinary course
in non-American history, literature, and philosophy

that was enthusiasticAlly received.
(-

Course objectives may change for.other reasons.
As the field develops and programs have'the^resources

to expand and differentiate offerings, courses and
their objectives become distinguished by kind or
.level of specializatibn. And as some of the'litera-

ture reviewed in the previous subsection suggests,
consclousness has already been raised and sex-role
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attitudes and stereotyping changed,, at .least among-

some women's stUdies students and particUlarly,among
students who become inajors Or concentrators.

Finally, aqme of the pub.rished and i,nformal
literature on women s studies teaching ,raises issues
that bear upon future evaluation of teaching effec- .

tiveneas in this evolving field. Whether changed
consciousness,occurs before a student takes a women's
studies course, during that course, or as a delayed

creaction to the course, teac ers face helpingistudents
with "transformed values" to ive and work productive-
ly in a Society whose v,alues have not undergone
radical transformation.

To paraphrase Morgan (1978), teachers-cannot
alienate students from their culture and leai them
there, but must use the accumulated knowkedge of
interdisciplinary studies to help stddents in gain-
ing a better understanding of the process of aliena7
iion and Of how 'to deal with it. Hergh (1979)
advocates )teaching the sociology and 'psychology of'

role change as part of the.course or curriculum, and
Morgan suggests examining the historical behavior of
oppressed groups and the dynamics of individuals an&
society in transition. Arpad and Arpad (1979) propose
building into a women's studies eourse an examination
of consciousness itself as a way of helping students
med3ate between their own past and present icrentities.
They s4gest that this be done y reviving and
revitalizing ,the old pedagogical strategy of Philo-
sophic inquiry into the nature dr things.

Summas

Our overall impression from the published and
in-formal literature is that wonien's studies -is
feminist, at least in this sense: women's studies
students and teachers strive in the ideal to make
their classes a mediation between yhat has been and is
and what is aild what migh be. This process of
simultaneously studying the -past and present and
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making a future characterizes the state, of women's

studies knovled e itself. In this evolutionary and
hypothetical stage,'it is clear that any evaluation of
teaching effectiveness in women's studies must pike
into account the multivariatei,A4nglig,- 444,bill1 t5c:L,

tional nature of the field. -8tddeWts-affitesocliArls, /

teachers affect students, and both affect the gta*(.: ;

knOwledga itself.

1110 14
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A,

In our conclusions and recommendations, we
propose both long- and short-term goalsffor research

on teaching.ia women's studies and.for the evaluation

and improvement of teachingeffectiveness"..

Reseetch-oa-Teadhisg
zA

Women's studies is a major innovation and reform
in education, and women's studies teaching deserves

both basic and applied research. Research that is
directed toward understanding the relationships
between variables that 'Obtain in teaching and learning

would provide a knowledge base from which research

that.is applied, problem-solving, and evaluative could.

-v

optimally develop.

As stated in section 1, women's studies`caurses

and programs issue from several different educational

traditions have .differing or multiple objectives.
They are further complicated, from the perspective of

research, by the overlay,of feminism and the inter-

disciplinary nature of some of the courses.

Given these considerations, we recommend that

further researth on teaching take.into accouirt--the

complex variables and paradigms-outlined in section 2.

To our knowledge, research based on the multivariate

and bidirectional models'has not addressed itself
specifically to women'a'studies courses or programs.

Many crucial questions about the relationship between

. effective teaching in womee's studies and effective
teaching in both traditional and innovativej fields

remain to be investigated.

In the port run, the inductive, observationalL

case study %approach, -combined- 'with experimental
research, seems the most suitable methodology.fot
determining the complex varia in wamen's studies

teaching and learning. Inductiv r case study
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research has the advantage, as Doyle (1975) points
out, of generating hypotheses that can be further
refined and tested by experimental research. It is
our assessment of the experimental research in women's
studies to date that it. has not so Auch failed to ask
the right guestions, but that the line of questioning
has not, been comprehensive enough and has been overlx
focused on attitude c4kinge. In addition, measuring'
devices have not been piarticularly sensitive.

OD the other hand, we found the study of Talburtt
et al. very useful in ttarms of understanding the
imPict of different kinds of women's educational
programs. The impact studies, however, do not
necessarily explore the specific,dynamics of teaching
and learning in any given course or kogram.. -Aa
women s studies 'teachers, we found the case study work
of Davis'et al., Kritek and Glass, and Register et al.
most useful. Because each approach, by itself, has
limitations, we favor a combination of inductive/
exploratory, case study, and experimental methods in
future research on teaching in women's studies.

Furthermore, the experimental researchers whose
work did not detect statistically significant mean
score changes in attitude after one term of a women's
studies course call for longitudinal, studies. The
research that does not find changes in group scores
does find changes in individual 4cores attributable to
having taken a women's studies course. The explora-
tOry research of Talburtt and Blovson determined that
women's studies couises hdve impact over time both on
individuals and on groups. We recommend, therefore,
that research undertaken to determine cognitive and
affective changes in students as the result of taking
women's 'studies courses should assess both individual
and group.scores and should be longitudinal.

To begin developing a compiehensive and sys-
tematfc knowledge and 'data base, we suggest that fout
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'kinds of women's stidies courses respive Antensive
attention in,future research, with particular emphasis
on cognitive learning:

.

1. A lower-division introductory course,
such as "Introduction to Women's
Studies" or "Women in. Contemporary
Society."

An upper-division discipline-centered
course aimed primarily ut mastery of the
subject matter and development of Skills
of scholarship and critical thinking and

. A .

analysis; for example, "Psychology of
Women," Nomen and the Law," or "Earlier
American Women Writers."

3. An upper-division interdisciplinary "or
ir4egrative course, such as "Feminism:
Theory and Practice" or "Women in a
Cross-Cultural Perspectiye."

4. . A skills acquisition course, such,.as
"Women in Management" or "Assertiveness
Training."

In keeping with Biddle's emphaUis on the;impor-
tance of the institutional or community context.and
Talburtt's emphasis on the diffrent, institutional
realities of women's studies, we iecopmend tha -these
four types of courses be syseematically exam1ned in
five different institutionalisettings: a Ilarge,
state-supported university;ia middle-sizedl urban
institution (either public or private); al small
liberal arts college; and a community college. 1

In afldition to the variables of teaching and
learning considered in any research on teAching
effectiveness, several issues specific to Women's
-studies need to bq considered. These ire discussed'
below.



Feminism and Teaching,Effectiveneis

4
A.high proportion of the teacher* Who responded

to our survey (see appendix) agree that femiiiist or

feminist-humanist apOtoathe6 tO-teathing exist
terms of subject matter, relations'in the classroom,

ancLgeneral mindset. In adaition, some experimental
research has concluded that the presence'of a feminist

in the classroom does.make a difference, particularly

for. women (Blumenhagen3_104t Thamesr 1975; Coffman,

1978; Farley, 19718). Research should be undertaken 0
determine the variables ofrteaching and learning that

are influenced by feminist or feminist-hueanist
aPproaches in teaching.

Interdisciplinary Approaches
And TeachingEffectiveness

0
We have been unable to locate experimental

resetrch that assesses the relationship, if any,
betwen an interdisciplinary approach to subject
matter and teaching effectiveness. Baxter (1974)

hypot sizes that. the interdisciplinary womeem
studies a oach uncovers a conflict-ridden dialectic
between women and culture. The structure of ihe

subject (Bruner, 1963) and the organization and design

of the subject matter (Davis, 1977) influence learnini

outcomes. .Implications of the interdisciplinary
approach for teaching effectiveness in women's studies

should be investigated. [

Formative Experiences of Women's Studies
Teachers and Teaching Effectiveness

Research should be initiated on the formative

educational and life experiences of women's stadies

teachers. We are concetned with the relativo impact

of the formal academic background of,women's Studies

teachers in an interdisciplinary as opposed 'to a

discipline-specific course, as well, as with the
relation of these variables to the question of effec-

tive teaching. Information of this nature bears
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itpoitantly on-the developpent Ad revision of the

women's 'studies curricula at-both the- undergiaduate
and the graduate leyels, particularly as curricula are
related to_ the_preiarationof_future teachers,

'Sex of Instructor and-Stitdent
And 40Wching Effectiveness

4
Further resalich ii needed to test the con-1,

elusiOns of McKeachie'at al. (1971), 'Ferber end Huber'
(1976), Harris (1976), and Kashak (1978):relarding-the
sex of the instrnceor, the sex of the student, and
sexism within the context of ;.(114.-6Iwomen's studies
classroolff. We are also concerne about the extent to
which the learhing ane cognittve styles of . females
should be considered in the design of-research
conducted, to ashass learning outcomes and teaching
effectiyeness.

In the long run, research must be unclertaken td
develop appropriate and sensitiVe measures of learning .

that can assess multiple course objvtives, including
changes in attitude, resocializatiOtrof relationships
in the classroom,'mastery,of subject Matter, critical
thinking, acquisition of skills, and the:integration-
of these objectives into effective teaching and
learning. As Scott (1975) notes, one-of the major
problems in researth on teaching has been-the lack of
adequate measures of Student learning./

Two additional concerns need to be addressed.
Who might do the suggested research? To what uses
might results be put?

It is otir opinion -thgt research on teaching in
woMen's studies would best be conducted by,teams.of
individuals who'come from women's stddies and from the
various disciplines associated with educational
research. We think that initiating .and developing
working relationships between educational.researchers'
and, women's- studies practitioners would be of mutual
benefit to both; it would enhance the probability.
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that the important.questions are .asked and that
the results are interpreted and disseminated in
an appropriate manner. Women's studies students,
teachers, and admdnistrators have moch to _learn
from educational r"searchers, just as educational
researchers have much'to learn from women's studies
students, teophers, ald administrators.

If the object of research is to provide informa-
tion and.understanding about the nature of a par-
ticular phenomenon, research.findings should not be
used for evaluative purposes, other than in the
formative mode. Results of research should not be
used for advocacy or nonadvocacy in any particdlar
Jwomen't- studies program, Participants 'must be

- guaranteed the protection given other subjects of
research.

The research suggested above is of critical
importance not only for understanding teaching
effectiveness in women's studies, but for under-
standing moreobout the education of women in general.
The' classroom is the heart of educational 'change, and-
understanding more about women as teachers and
learners Wild be of use to those concerned with
providing, equal educational wortunity for women both

4' inside and outside of women's studies.

Evaluation and:Improvement of Teaching

As stated in section 3 of -this monograph, we
agree with the AAUP position paper that tultiple
measures must be used 4.0 evaluate teaching. Ideally,

before proceeding with kecommendations for'thesevalua-
tion of teaching, one should wait until sensitive and

appropriate measures of student learning are developed
and tested and until a knowledge and data baie has

provided criteria of effective teaching in various
kinds of women's studies courses. However, women's

studies practitioners are faced- with immediate
needs for information on which.to make peatnel,
curricular, and program decisions.
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Despite the 'problems with the validity and
usefulness of students' ratings described in setibh
3, 94 percent of qur questionnaire respondents

< indicated, that their courses are being regularly /
evaluated using student rating 6rms of college or"-
university design, women's studies design, ori both.
Thirty-nine percent indicated that they are tither
neutral or dissatisfied with their current evaluation
instrument. In this sense, women's studies teachers
are in the saue predicament as most other teachers in
higher education (Cross, 1977).

As a first step, we r,ecommend that funds be made
available to those prograks that wish to analyze
evaluative data collected previously. Women'es studies
programs are undeifunded, and preliminary analysis
will not be possible for most programs without outside
assistance. Thus, techdical assistance should be made
avaaable, As necessary, to programs involved in data
analysis.

l

In addition to data analysis, efforts should
be made to factor-analyze and refine evaluation
instruments.. After preliminary work is.completed by
prOgrams, the National Women's ,Studies Association
shauld systematically collect and analyze student
rating forms from all women's studies programs where
such forms are in use, and begin the process of
determining the.criteria for evaluating effective
teaching in various types,of women's Atudies qourses.
Sample forms shobld be made available withaut cost to
programa and individuals.

As a second/ step, we reommend that in-service
workshops on the evaluation of teaching, beAconducted
for women's studies students, teachers, and adminis-

,

trators. Workshops should- include theoretical issues
in the evaluation aRd improvement of teaching, instru7
ment selection, methods for systematically collecting
data (including both student and inftructor self-
report data), data analysis, and the interpretation
and dissemination of results.
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Third, we recommend.that. theP4Tticipanta
and leaders of the evaluation workshops develop.a

" 'resource/guidebook. for those individuals: who ar
unable to-ip4iticipite irr tire Iro-rkstro-p-ehi, -Agal
theOreticalkend methodological issues should be
covered, as 4'6ll As sample evaluation instruments and

resources for technical assistance:

Ftnally, we are in agreement with Davis (1977)

that the desigit and organization of a course is an

-important variable in effectie teaching. .In-service

course and curriculum design workshops should be made

available on a regional basis to women's studies

students, teachers, and administrators. The focus
shodid include both discipline-centered and interdis-
ciplinary courses and curricula, with attention given

to teaching methodologies and course design.

To this end, we recommod that the National

Women's Studies Association agVelop and maintain a
clearinghouse for course outlines and bibliographies:

As Gerda Lerner. Its noted (1979), the willingness of
women's studies teachers to share course outlines and

bibliograPhies with each:other has advanced the field

more'rapidly than.otherwise would have been possible.

We urge that, whenever possible, course outlines nd
biblfographies be submitted- to the clearinghouse
with both instructor and student evaluations. Such

information would greatly assist individuals in
refining and improving course design.

In sum, the relationship between educational

research and educatl.onal practice must.be bidirec-

tional. The progress, of research on teaching sug-

gested in the previous subsectiondepends on both
ehe,information and insights of women's studies
practitioners.. If evaluative information is corlected

and analyzed in a systerTtic manner, and if opportuni-

ties are available far improving course design and
teaching mothods,.the probability of maintaining and

improving effective- teaching will be enhanced in any

particular program. Further, the information provided
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by practitioners Will ensure that researchers direct
their lines of questioning to those issues and
concerns that ire of importance to practitioners.
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APPENDIX

The following is a selection of responses to GUT
survey of values in women's fitudies teaching.* Out

of 285 programs contacted, 143 responded. Three
individual teacher resp nses were counted maximally
per institution. N = th number of individual women's
studies teacher respons s per question.

Course content hould
relate directly to
tudent lives

Course content should b.
concerned primarily with
the subject matter

Kanner or style of
teaching is as impor-
tant as what is taught

:zugir,::nal growth of
Courses should contribute

Courses should contribute
to acquisition of
intellectUal skills

Courses should contribute
to political development
of students

N
Strongly
Agree t- Agree Neutral Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

256 49% 41% 7% 3%

243 34% 54% 4% 7% 1%

256 51% 34% 9%

'IL'-`14

6%

257 69% 21%

2S 7 21% 1%

256 31% 371 23% 2%

Of the 50 percent (N=125) who indicated that
their values in women's studies teaching'had changed
since they began (total is less than 100 percent):

30 percent (N=34) said they value student
capacities, interaction, personal growth,
and group process in the classroom
'more;

- 35 percent (N=39) said they value intel-
lectual rigor, cognitive.content, and
skills-of learning more.

*The survey of women's studies teachers was intended
to aid in the preparation of this,planning study.
The authors make no claims to original or scientific
research.
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;

Of the 68 perc'ent (N=169) who indicated agreemeat

with the Aatement that feminist teaching styles or

(total is more than 100 percent):

--

54 percent (N=89) mentioned feminist

perspectives on classroom process and

organization;

22 percent (N=36) mentioned feminist

approaches to subject matter;

20 percent (N=34) mentioned explicit

connections between personal experience

and reading materials;

16 percent (N=26) mentioned validating

humanistic qualities in subject matter,

pedagogical style, and how students are

regarded;

14 percent (N=24) -Mentioned foctis on

women's experience, values, dontribu-

dons, and relationship of course con-

tents to,feminist issuea, including class

and race;

12 percent (N=20) mentioned openness to

dialogue, challenge', and, new ideas;

21 percent (N=35) listed other attri-

butes.

Some 94 percent (N=239) of the respondents indi-

cated that their women's studies classes are regularly

evaluated. Vhen queried about level of satisfaction

with current evaluation techqiques, 60 percent

(N=151)' indicated
satisfaction 'or strong iatis-

faction; 39 percent (N=98) indicated neutrality

or dissatisfaction; and 1 percent (N=2) indicated

strong dissatisfaction.
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